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Holly’s
‘Pause for
Paws’

Over the years I’ve talked to people who have had encounters with dogs who are
running off-leash.  Some of these off-leash dogs have owners nearby and some don’t.
The reason I hear about this mostly is due to this “free” dog getting into a fight with
their dog, who is either on a leash or who is in their own, fenced yard.

This past week an adopter’s dog was attacked through the fence of their yard, which
resulted in their basset having a torn trachea, a $650 vet bill to fix it, plus motel, gas and
lost time working to get him to an emergency veterinarian.  Allen and I have personally
had this problem with our dogs, in our yard and the neighbors’ dogs coming off their
property to ours, to fence fight, resulting in one of our dogs being injured and going to
the vet’s office.

Yes, your dog may be friendly, but the dog that they’re running up to may not be.  Our
Copper doesn’t like other dogs and doesn’t like another dog running up into his face.
Dogs also act differently when they’re on a leash, when they’re not on a leash and when
they’re on their property.  They can be friendly in one situation, but not friendly in
another.

And no one ever has 100% control over their dog.  Ever.  Every year we have
applications come in where people insist that they don’t need a fenced yard.  Their dog is
always on a leash or they live in the middle of nowhere and so there are no concerns of
being hit by a car on the road.  I don’t even bother stating our case anymore with these
applicants.  I listen to their situation and story and then I tell them we don’t adopt our
rescues to homes without fenced yards.  Period.

-continued on page 3-

You may live in the middle of
nowhere, but that in itself presents
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Thank You, Jane!

another problem.  I know of people in the middle of
nowhere whose dogs have wandered off and never came
back.  They’ve never found them deceased either, but
obviously a predator has.

I would venture to guess that nearly everyone who
is reading this, who does have a fenced yard, has still
had at least one instance in their lives, where one of
their dogs has gotten out or loose.  We’ve had it happen
more than once.  A door or gate you thought was closed,
wasn’t.  The utility worker knows how to open a gate,
but doesn’t seem to know how to close it.  For us, it was
the roofing company.  Three different gates, three
different times!  Someone comes to your door and opens
it before you can get your dog back and they dart out.
There are many cases and scenarios.

So if you have friends, neighbors or family who
insist on walking their dog off leash or who think that
they can work in their yard with their dogs off leash
and they’ll be okay, please remind them that not all
dogs are friendly.  For the protection of their dog, they
need to keep them confined in a yard or at least on a
leash.  We can’t foresee every situation, but if we do
what we can and spread the word, hopefully there will
be less dogs injured and less people injured from
trying to break up the fight.

-continued from page 2-

Holly WBHR Director

Pause for Paws

Is it okay for dogs to run off-leash?

The whole conversation prompts me to ask some questions:
How should a community respond? That is, how should people
with dogs react to the anger that’s out there?  Are we as a
community largely obeying local leash laws with a few violators
causing tensions, or could we do a better job overall of following
the rules?

Recently I read an article that you may dislike some of its
content, no matter what your views are. (For example, “By the
way, if your menacing beast, with its bad breath and muscular
jaws, comes near me and my child, I will end your pet.”

Such a clear threat to an animal’s life made me very
uncomfortable. I also think that strikes an inflammatory tone
rather than one that seeks to find common ground, solutions to
issues or even a worthwhile discussion of them.)

Despite such criticisms, I think the article touches on some
important points that it would be wise for those of us in the dog
community to address. The first and most important one is that
many towns have so-called leash laws, but they are rarely strictly
enforced.

The article also makes a fair point when it states that off-
leash dogs sometimes cause harm, and that not all people take
responsibility for the situation.

For example, I was once out hiking with my kids in an area
where dogs are required to be leashed. No person was in sight
when an unleashed Malamute roughly knocked over my son,
who was then two years old.

I still remember how angry the owner was to (finally) come
around the bend, catch up to her dog and find me restraining the
dog by holding his collar. (The nasty things she said to me and
the fear I had that in her rage she would harm me or my children
are pretty memorable, too.)

Additionally, I’ve had many clients whose efforts to help
their own reactive dogs be able to walk on-leash through the
neighborhood were hampered by off-leash dogs.

When working with a dog with leash reactivity or leash
aggression, it can be a major setback to have a loose dog come
running up while a person half a block away calls out cheerfully,
“Don’t worry! She’s friendly!”

Dogs Running ‘Off-Leash’ Sounds Like One of
Those No-Brainer Scenarios, but Maybe Not

Karen B. London, PhD If too many members of our society are not happy with the
way that people with dogs are behaving, it will become
increasingly difficult for space to be allocated to dog parks or
for dogs to have access to public areas including parks and
trails.

I think it’s so important for a high quality of life that dogs
have opportunities to run off-leash, but I do think that using
leashes in the areas where they are required by law is a
responsible course of action.
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Think Twice about Off-Leash Solutions

To many dog lovers the answer to keeping your dog on a leash in appropriate
circumstances, but yet allowing them some freedom to roam from your side would
seem to be easy - a retractable leash.

This solution certainly sounds reasonable, but you might want to have a second (or
even third) thought before starting or continuing that practice.

Injuries to both handler and dog (although especially to the handler) are far from
rare and when they do occur the results can be nothing short of disastrous.

A self-proclaimed proactive and integrative wellness veterinarian and animal
advocate, Dr. Karen Becker has more than a few thoughts on this topic and they all
bear heeding.  Let’s let her tell the tale.

“First of all, ‘leash’ is probably not a good word to describe the thin cord used in
many retractable devices. Secondly, the real purpose of using a leash to walk a dog is
to keep the animal safe and under the owner’s control. Retractable leashes often do the
opposite.

“There are many reasons to avoid or reconsider use of a retractable leash, starting
with the fact that on this type of leash, your dog can get far enough away from you to
either get into trouble or into harm’s way.

“Retractable leashes are also responsible for many injuries to both dogs and dog
walkers – from superficial burns and cuts to horrific amputations.

“In most cases, these devices are also wholly counterproductive to training a dog to
walk politely on lead. The very nature of retractables trains dogs to pull on the leash to
extend the lead. Needless to say, this pulling behavior will be repeated whenever the
dog is on a standard leash.

“A retractable leash is not so much a leash as it is a length of thin cord wound
around a spring-loaded device housed inside a plastic handle. The handles of most
retractable leashes are designed to fit comfortably in a human hand. A button on the
handle controls how much of the cord is extended.

“Retractable leashes are popular primarily because they aren’t as confining as
regular leashes, allowing dogs more freedom to sniff and poke around on walks. But
unfortunately, there are many downsides to this type of leash.”
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1. The length of retractable leashes, some of which can extend up to 26 feet, allows dogs to get far enough away from their
humans that a situation can quickly turn dangerous. A dog on a retractable leash is often able to run into the middle of the
street, for example, or make uninvited contact with other dogs or people.

2. In the above scenario, or one in which your pet is being approached by an aggressive dog, it is nearly impossible to get
control of the situation if the need arises. It’s much easier to regain control of – or protect — a dog at the end of a six-foot
standard flat leash than it is if he’s 20 or so feet away at the end of what amounts to a thin string.

3. The thin cord of a retractable leash can break – especially when a powerful dog is on the other end of it. If a strong, good-
sized dog takes off at full speed, the cord can snap. Not only can that put the dog and whatever he may be chasing in danger, but
also the cord can snap back and injure the human at the other end.

4. If a dog walker gets tangled up in the cord of a retractable leash, or grabs it in an attempt to reel in their dog, it can result
in burns, cuts, and even amputation. In addition, many people have been pulled right off their feet by a dog that reaches the end
of the leash and keeps going. This can result in bruises, “road rash,” broken bones, and worse.

5. Dogs have also received terrible injuries as a result of the sudden jerk on their neck that occurs when they run out the
leash, including neck wounds, lacerated tracheas, and injuries to the spine.

6. Retractable leashes allow dogs more freedom to pull at the end of them, which can look like aggression to another dog
who may decide to “fight back.”

7. The handles of retractable leashes are bulky and can be easily pulled out of human hands, resulting in a runaway dog.

8. Along those same lines, many dogs – especially fearful ones – are terrorized by the sound of a dropped retractable leash
handle and may take off running, which is dangerous enough. To make matters worse, the object of the poor dog’s fear is then
“chasing” her, and if the leash is retracting as she runs, the handle is gaining ground on her – she can’t escape it. Even if this
scenario ultimately ends without physical harm to the dog (or anyone else), it can create lingering fear in the dog not only of
leashes, but also of being walked.

9. Retractable leashes, like most retractable devices, have a tendency to malfunction over time, either refusing to extend,
refusing to retract, or unspooling at will.

10. Retractable leashes are an especially bad idea for dogs that haven’t been trained to walk politely on a regular leash. By
their very nature, retractables train dogs to pull while on leash, because they learn that pulling extends the lead.

If your dog is well trained, gentle mannered and smart enough to master a regular leash and a retractable leash without
being confused, you could be one of the rare guardians that can walk your pooch on any kind of leash without increasing risks
to either one of you.

Retractable Leashes Not
Really a Viable Option
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Injuries, Behavioral Problems Linked to Retractable
Leashes as Even Manufacturer Issues Chilling Warnings

A dog on a retractable leash bolted into traffic and was hit
by a motorcycle before the owner could retract the cord. It was
in severe respiratory distress upon arriving at the Veterinary
Specialty and Emergency Center in Levittown, Pa. While there
were no external wounds, a tear in the dog’s trachea was found
and repaired.

Dr. Garret Pachtinger, a critical care specialist, was part of a
team of emergency personnel who treated the dog. He suspects
the dog was hurt more by the yanked leash than the motorcycle
collision.

”We believe the tracheal tear was not from a direct impact
from the motorcycle — i.e. blunt trauma — rather likely a pulling
injury of the collar/leash on the cervical neck/trachea,”
Pachtinger said by email.

Experts say such injuries are hardly a fluke, and complaints
about retractable leashes causing injury aren’t new. Retractable
leashes consist of a long cord or webbing-type leash that retracts
into a heavy plastic handle, allowing dogs to wander up to 26
feet while the leash remains taut. A brake button on the handle
stops the length of cord from increasing. Another press of the
button releases the cord.

Sold in nearly every pet supply store, proponents of
retractable leashes say they provide dogs with exercise because
they’re allowed the freedom to roam.

But for every proponent of retractable leashes, there seems
to be a detractor. For years, the leashes have drawn criticisms
on the Veterinary Information Network (VIN), an online
community for the profession. Communities have considered
trying to ban the devices, and some pet-friendly businesses
and dog-related events discourage own-
ers from using them.

Pachtinger’s Philadelphia-area emergency hospital has seen
many retractable-related cases of trauma. He points out that the
extension of a retractable leash goes beyond the reach of owners
and allows dogs to fight with other animals.

Pachtinger has seen cases where the cords wrap around a
dog’s leg, often causing harm, and notes that two types of injury
are most common. The first is muscular, such as a neck strain or
sprain; the other is a cervical intervertebral disc herniation, which
can be more severe.

People aren’t immune to injury, either. Manufacturers warn
that if used improperly, a suddenly yanked retractable leash can
cause people to fall or sustain friction burns. An owner might
even lose a finger if it’s caught in the loop of a cord that’s jerked
abruptly.

Getting caught in the retractable’s cord or webbing also can
cause serious human injuries, according to an article by
Consumer Reports.

The German company Flexi, which describes itself as the
inventor of the retractable leash, discusses safety precautions
on its website, stating that failure to follow the precautions can
result in serious injuries including finger amputations and
fractures, cuts and burns, eye and face injuries, falls and injuries
to bystanders.

“This leash should only be used by responsible people who
have read and can follow all of these precautions,” the websites
warns. “Anyone who uses this leash must be able to control the

-continued on page 7-
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dog, and watch the dog closely at all times to keep it from running
off or wrapping anyone in the cord/tape/belt.”

Such warnings haven’t pushed retractable leash makers out of
business. The company’s leashes are distributed throughout the
United States via offices in Cincinnati. According to the Flexi
website, “They’re a “must-have item for pet owners around the
world.”

An Internet search shows several other retractable leash brands,
including Avant Garde, HappyDogz and Illinois Industrial Tool,
Inc. “This is really great,” wrote a dog owner who reviewed a
retractable leash on Amazon.com. “It lets my puppy romp far around
but also with the push of a button keeps her under control. She
loves it, and I love it.”

Behaviorist Dr. Laurie Bergman of Villanova, Pa., has had a few
patients who ran when the heavy handle was dropped and they
were “chased” by it. One incident that stands out involves a dog
whose retractable was dropped in an apartment building stairway.
The dog bolted up the stairs to the open roof and fell off,
plummeting to his death.

”Even if (the dog doesn’t) see it, it’s just going clunk clunk
behind you,” Bergman said. “It’s (like) the set up in each and every
horror movie.”

Dogs on retractable leashes also learn to pull, Bergman said. If
a behavior such as pulling on a leash is rewarded by allowing the
dog more freedom, then the behavior will occur more often.
Furthermore, she said the strongest way to reinforce a behavior is
through random rewards, which happens when owners sometimes
allow dogs to forge ahead and sometimes lock the leash

“The retractable makes life a little bit more difficult,” Bergman
said. “The owners think they are being nice by giving the dog
more freedom, but you can’t have it both ways unless you are
willing to do a lot of training, and most people aren’t willing to do
that much work. The people I know who would put that time into
training wouldn’t use one. Most people who use it don’t want to
do the training.”

According to Bergman, walks should be about more than just
getting the dog out for some exercise. They should be an
opportunity for dog and person to bond and work as a team. That

-continued from page 6-

  

Retractable Leashes - A ‘Must Have’
or ‘Shouldn’t Have’ Item for Dog Owners?

means that the dog should be prepared to listen to the owner’s
instructions, including walking on a loose leash and being attentive
of the owner. This doesn’t mean that the dog should be a robot,
walking in lockstep with the owner, just that there are times to walk
at the owner’s side and times to walk ahead and sniff and explore
the world, she explained.

Bergman jokes that if retractables came with a recall button
and a strong spring that sent the dog flying back to the owner at
the push of the button, they would be great. She wishes the default

-continued on page 8-
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setting would be locked at 4 to 6 feet and the user would need to
hold down a button to unlock — the opposite of retractable leashes
work.

”People think they’re a no-brainer, but it’s not. It takes practice
and experience and reading all the directions, and it takes choosing
the dog correctly,” Bergman said. “Most of the time when I see
them it’s not the correct tool for that animal.”

Bergman considers retractable leashes to be inappropriate for
walking on city streets. Dr. Corinne Majeska of Philadelphia agrees
so strongly she is trying to do something to eliminate their use and
to decrease the number of traumatic incidents she sees.

-continued from page 7-

 

In Reality, 6 Feet
Is about the Limit

 

Majeska is a member of Philadelphia’s Animal Advisory
Committee, which weighs in on animal matters brought to the city
council and mayor. She hopes to push legislation prohibiting the
sale of retractable leashes within city limits.

”You would think that (Philadelphia’s) 6-foot leash law would
be enough reasoning, since no retractable leashes are made for
only 6 feet. But I’ve been told that I need to be able to justify my
recommendation to council,” Majeska said.

“We’ve discussed whether an education campaign would be
easier, but education campaigns cost a lot of money. Banning the
sale of leashes requires regulation only at the level of the store
owners, which is a significantly smaller number than all of the
consumers out there.”

It’s unclear how such a ban might be enforced.

While any dog can “lose it” and create problems when
‘off-leash’, there are breeds which are better than others
when left to their own devices.

As a general rule, the best dog breeds off leash are:
Golden Retriever, Australian Shepherd, Border Collie,
and the Shetland Sheepdog. These dogs have the highest
potential to be obedient to your commands off leash.

The outright top dog is the Golden Retriever. The dogs
on this list are versatile workers, able to obey and do
tasks, such as directed jumps, retrieving on command,
and scent discrimination. The Golden Retriever,
Australian Shepherd, and Shetland Sheepdog are
generalists, being able to do a number of tasks well. A
generalist dog isn’t the best at every task, but on average,
does well at most tasks.

The Golden Retriever will do best in most human
environments. The Australian Shepherds are great, but
they need a regular job to do, and the good ones are too
smart for the average dog owner. The Shetland Sheepdogs
tend towards shyness, so that can interfere with obedience.

Best ‘Off-Leash’ Dog Breeds
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Let’s put the subject of retractable leash a bit off to the side and
consider what to do when an ‘off-leash” dog approaches your dog
while on a walk except in this instance let’s define the ‘off-leash’
dog as actually one at the limit of a retractable leash.

Dog maven Liz Palika has addressed the topic of confronting
off-leash dogs and here’s her take on the subject.

Anyone who has ever walked their dog, or even gone for a walk
without a dog, for that matter, has had to deal with an off-leash dog.

Unfortunately, there is no one solution on how to deal with a
dog running free which approaches you.  Every dog is different
and has its own agenda when it approaches you and your dog.
Some may be genuinely friendly, others hesitant, some protecting
their perceived territory and others just downright dangerous.

So, what are the approaching dog’s intentions?

The vast majority of dogs will show their intentions via their
body language.  For example:

•  A dog which is being friendly will approach you and your dog
with loose, wiggly body language.  The key to these dogs is every-
thing is soft, loose and relaxed.

•  A dog which is protecting its territory will be barking, dashing
back and forth and usually moving quickly.  It may even have its
hackles up.

•  A dog which is ready to instigate a fight is usually up and
forward in its body language,  It is on its toes, leaning forward and
the tail is higher than normal.  This dog is usually very still and will
also have a hard stare with frequent blinks.

If the dog approaching has an owner trailing behind ask the
owner politely to please get his dog.  Most will say, “Oh, he’s
friendly,” but don’t assume this to be the case.  It may sound harsh,
but consider the individual who is allowing his dog to approach a
strange leashed dog as something of an irresponsible owner so

  

Tips on Encountering an
‘Off-Leash’ Dog

don’t particularly trust them; after all, your dog may be ready for
aggression.

Having said that, never tell the owner of a loose dog that your
dog is aggressive, doesn’t like other dogs or is in any way a danger.
That opens you up to liability should something happen. Instead,
say your dog is in training, you don’t have time for socialization,
or perhaps even say, “Call your dog. The veterinarian says my dog
is contagious.”

-continued on page 10-

If there is no owner at hand and the dog looks friendly, toss a
big handful of your dog’s training treats on the ground and, while
the dog is scarfing up the treats, just walk away. An overly excited
dog can be startled if the handful of treats is tossed right at him.
He may hesitate and then discover the treats while you make your
escape.

A training client of mine who has had a knee replacement and
walks her small Poodle mix every day uses an umbrella as a walking
stick. When a dog approaches her small dog, she pops the umbrella
open in the dog’s face and then keeps it there as the dog tries to
get around it. She says this is quite effective, although she gets
some strange looks on sunny days.

I’ve heard that some dog owners who use the umbrella trick
paint large angry eyes on the umbrella so that when it pops open,
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big eyes are staring at the dog. Apparently this is effective too.

There are some spray products on the market that shoot a hard
spray of compressed air (or compressed air with a strong smell)
toward the dog.

A trainer friend of mine recently used the compressed air to
back off an aggressive off-leash Siberian Husky who wanted to
interact with her Jack Russell Terrier, who was on leash. One shot
of the air convinced the Husky he had business elsewhere.

Some dog owners use pepper spray to back off other dogs.
While this can work, it can also backfire. With pepper spray, you
MUST check what the wind is doing before you use it.

The wind must be from behind you, otherwise it will come back
into your face and your dog’s face. Also, I’ve not seen, but have
heard that it can just make some aggressive dogs angrier.

No matter what you decide to use, being prepared is important.
If you can have a couple of options available, that’s even better.

If the off-leash dog approaching you truly shows aggressive
intent, try to get your dog out of trouble. Pick him up and place him
on top of a nearby car. Toss him over a fence. Hold a small dog on
your shoulders.

If you have a larger dog and can’t lift him, consider if it might be
safer to drop your dog’s leash. Would he run home? Perhaps that
would be the best choice. But don’t do that if he could potentially
get hit by a car.

If a fight occurs, don’t scream. That tends to get an aggressive
dog more worked up. Instead, maneuver yourself to get behind the
instigator and then quickly lift his back legs as high as you can.

Don’t drop his legs until all the fight is out of him. Then hook
him up to a leash and muzzle him with the leash; wrapping it around
his muzzle several times. Then call the police.

Walking your dog should be enjoyable for you and your dog.
An off-leash dog can certainly ruin that for both of you and be
potentially dangerous. Thinking about what to do and being pre-
pared can alleviate some of the uncertainty.

-continued from page 9-

Pepper Spray Works Well,
But Be Down Wind!

The wind must be from behind you, otherwise it
will come back into your face and your dog’s face.

Basset Hounds in the Time
     of Jane Austen
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-continued from page 3-

Passing over the
            Rainbow Bridge

In Loving Memory.......

If you have lost a special friend and would
like them listed in this section please con-
tact WBHR Director Holly Moen per the
information on page 2.

Chase in Thermopolis lost Tracker (3)
     on May 17.

Penny (11) left Frank and Ruthie sad-
     dened in Colorado Springs on Aug. 4.

Edward, Sally and Ethan bid farewell to
   Lola (111/2) on Aug. 19 in Sheridan.

John and Alice of Box Elder, South
  Dakota, sadly lost both Lily (11)
  and Daphne (101/2) on Sept. 11
  and 20, respectively.

11
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With the sad passing of Porter this Summer, a void was left in
the life of John Minium and Karen Parker, but it was a case of
Kelvin to the rescue!

Now you can keep track of Kelvin’s life and antics as he
continues the legacy of Sheriff George and Porter via John and
Karen’s web site of porterbasset.net (no “www”) with his own
“Kelvin’s Kapers” entries.

The early Fall reports are quite touching as Kelvin gives a
nostalgic nod to both George and Porter and draws special
attention to the Oct. 2 celebration of Sheriff George Day in
Edgemont, South Dakota.

Kelvin’s late Summer activities have
included some great trips to Summit Tree
Camp, Mathias Peak and Gold Rocks and
he’s selected some of his favorite photos
(courtesy of Karen) to share with everyone.

Actually, Kelvin has been quite the
traveler thus far as he even ventured south
to Harrison, Nebraska to get a first-hand
(paw?) look at the August eclipse event.

If you scroll back to around mid-summer
you will notice one thing in particular - Kel-

vin has a real fondness for baseball caps and boy does he wear
them in style!  In fact, we’ll be presenting a special pictorial in our
upcoming Winter issue of Kelvin modeling a wide variety of caps
ranging from his passion for the railroad (inherited from John) to
NASA and outer space where he just might have met up with
aliens (or was he secretly abducted!!??).

So, we all sure miss Porter and the days when Sheriff George
had the run of Edgemont, but Kelvin has more than taken up the
gauntlet of popularity thrown done by that irrepressible pair of
bassets.

  
 Kelvin’sKapers
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Summer Foundation Board Minutes
Wednesday, July 19, 2017

On Wednesday, January 18, 2017 at 12:30 pm Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation (WBHRF) held a regular board
meeting. Those in attendance were Holly Moen, President and Treasurer; Allen Moen, Vice President; Heidi Rasmussen and

Holly reviewed WBRHF’s financial status in the Treasurer’s Report. The online Paypal account had a balance of $121.05
and she had recently transferred money out of that account into the Paypal checking account, which had a balance of $1,378.86.
The SAFE account balance was at $2,569.74. The Foundation’s regular checking account had a balance of $968.38. Holly

In Old Business, Holly reported that the calendars had sold well and there were only 10 left, which she had discounted to

In other Old Business, Holly reported on the Santa Photo Shoot held in November of 2016.  It went well and the new location
at Tractor Supply Company worked out great. It was a combined fundraiser with the Park County Animal Shelter and both

Under New Business, Holly brought up the issue of adoption fees that was tabled from the previous meeting. She stated that
the Foundation’s current fee was $175 for each dog and that for the 2016 year, 29 dogs had been adopted out and they averaged
$425 per dog in expenses.  A lengthy discussion followed on the issue. It was decided to increase the adoption fees and also

In other New Business Holly reported on recent adoptions. In November eight new dogs were taken into rescue, all close
to the same time with four being bloodhounds and four bassets. Of those eight, seven had been adopted out. The one remaining
bloodhound had recently had to have hernia surgery.  Since then two more dogs, one bloodhound and one basset had also been

Also under New Business, Holly gave a follow up to the generous fund raising donations from Jenny Johnstone-Smith. She
donated 20% of her jewelry sales from November to the foundation and she also donated a wall hanging that the foundation
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On Wednesday, July 19, 2017 at 12:30 p.m. the Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation (WBHRF) held a regular board
meeting. Those in attendance were Holly Moen, President and Treasurer and Luke McNeely, board member, as well as Jane
Elliott, secretary, and Frank Mallon, board member, by conference call. Vice President, Allen Moen and board member Heidi
Rasmussen were absent.

Holly reviewed the WBRHF’s financial status in the Treasurer’s Report.  The SAFE account has a balance of $2477.50.
Holly stated that following the annual basset picnic she was able to make a deposit back into that account to help replenish the
funds that were needed to help with Lady’s surgery. The foundation’s regular checking account has a balance of $763.14, the
PayPal checking account has a balance of $915.27, and the online PayPal account’s balance was $4.92 as Holly had just
transferred money out of it.

In Old Business, Holly reported on the annual basset picnic held in June. She said they had a decent turnout with good
weather. After expenses they took in $458 in donations. Holly also said that for the first time a bloodhound attended the picnic,
Truman, who was adopted earlier this year.

In other Old Business, Holly said that the Clever Containers fundraiser brought in $102. She has been watching for a new
Shelter Challenge, but has not seen one posted yet this year.

Under New Business, Holly discussed the upcoming 2018 calendars. She is starting to get photos of dogs adopted in the
past year gathered up and since September of 2016 there have been 21 dogs adopted through the foundation.

Holly followed up with a report on the dogs the foundation was currently working on. In addition to Max, who is currently
available for adoption, there are three other potential dogs coming into rescue. They include a basset, Howie, who came out of
Metro in Casper and was in foster care in Dubois pending some vet tests. It is possible that he may have lymphoma.

There is also an 11-month-old male basset in Montana that may be going straight to a home and another older basset in
northern Montana that Holly wasn’t sure if he would be coming through rescue yet or not. Discussion followed on the dogs.

In other New Business Holly stated that there is a new raffle that will be running until September 30thand it included a quilt,
blanket and afghan. She also stated that she would be doing another silent auction through the Facebook page soon.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:10 pm.

Jane Elliott
Secretary
Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation
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Thank You to All Our
Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

 

256 S. Douglas
Powell
(307) 754-9393
Dr. Teri Oursler

830 Skyline Road
Laramie
(307) 745-7341

Mountain View Pet Spa
260 Crescent Dr.
Mills
(307) 472-7297
Sherri Johnson, Owner

3025 Ft. Sanders Road
Laramie
(307) 742-6042
Dr. Christa Branch and
Dr. Amanda Van Pelt

Camelot Pet Castle

2001 Buckskin Dr.
Gillette
(307) 682-2001
Stacy Geer

Dr. David Evertson and Dr. Dana Petersen, Owners

 

Pets Are People, Too!
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2314 Dell Range Blvd.
Cheyenne
(307) 632-6392
Dr. Holly LeBeau

Westside Animal Hospital
631 S. Ash Street
Casper
(307) 472-5600
Drs. Doug and Laura Johannessen

Get Ready for 2018 with Your WBHR
‘Siblings’ Themed Full Color Calendar

 Okay, it’s true, it’s only Fall and
the holiday season isn’t quite upon
us just yet, but now is actually the
perfect time to start thinking about
2018 and what better way than to
purchase next year’s calendar.  And
by that we mean you can now
purchase your 2018 WBHR calendar
which this time is featuring a
“siblings” theme in honor of basset
“families” adopted out by the
organization.

 

A big ‘Thank You’ to
Lindsay Lohrenz of L3
Creative Design and

Marketing
for developing our

calendar!

To order by mail include a check
for $16.25 payable toWBHR and mail
to P.O. Box 2131, Cody, WY 82414.  You
can contact Holly at (307) 272-8089 or
email: wybassetrescue@gmail.com.
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Since our last newsletter these bassets
have found their ‘Forever Home’

Hooray, I’ve Got a Home!

Alfredo is now going to ‘pasta’ his time with Nadine and
Pete in Billings.
Winston is now getting a taste of life in Frederick, CO,
with Angela and Phillip.
Scottsbluff is Ellie’s new home with Sarah and Callan.
Howie has a new place to howl with Lynne and Jeff in
Dubois.
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You can call Susan Fitch ‘twice blessed’ when it comes
to this Summer’s WBHR Quilt Raffle as not only did
she win the grand prize of a beautiful basset hound quilt,
but she was also drawn as the winner of one of the five
other prizes in the event.

Susan came away the proud possessor of the quilt
(shown at right) which was donated by noted quilt-maker
Martha Knott as well as bagging a ceramic basset hound
savings bank courtesy of Shauna Lombardy.

The equally attractive handmade afghan donated by
Janis Fanning was won by Eric Kohler and the flannel
blanket (thanks to Erika Phillips) went to Sharon Wilder.

Barbara Sorenson won the vintage bloodhound statu-
ette which was donated by Shauna Lombardy and the
geode with the hand-painted basset hound family (cour-
tesy of Jennifer Bouder) went to Fay Pondish.

The WBHR is making plans for a holiday season
raffle so if you weren’t a winner (or even if you were!)
watch for news on this event.
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Thank You to All Our Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

510 College Meadows Dr.
Sheridan
(307) 674-4111
Dr. Peter Pelissier Dr. Christian
       Newton, Dr. Amber Ingersoll

1650 Commercial Lane
Sheridan
(307) 672-5533
Dr. Mark Schreiber

1247 County Lame 14                         Worland
(307) 347-2358                                       Dr. Steven Tharp

Powell Veterinary Service
522 So. Division
(307) 754-3034
Dr. Lyle Bischoff, Dr. David Asay
   and Dr. Bryan Neves

200 E. Lakewood Road
Gillette
(307) 682-1507
Dr. Marshall Kohr,
   Dr. Darren Lynde

Animal Clinic of Billings
1420 10th Street West
(406) 252-9499
Dr. Ken Brown, Dr. Darleen
   Miller, Dr. Anne Ball
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$1-25
Baxter and Fannie
Robert and Kerstin Bult
Gunder and Carole Hansen
In memory of Newton
In memory of Teton and Sherlock
Susan Kostenbauer
Jeff and Ashley Lang
Joe Michaels (for Roxi and Molly)
Lorraine Reiner
Larry and Janette Richards

$26-99
Anonymous - 2
Mike and Teresa Bares Family
Nathan and Thea Bryce

$26-99 - continued
Roz Cummings
Rex and Pat Leaman
Pat and Paula McKenzie
Lindsay Musgrave
Stephanie and Jorge Oneto
Jerry and Judy Scheafer
Harley Williams
Bob Wirth (for Molly, Mary Jane and
   Diego)

$100-249
James and Elaine Alsop
Anonymous - 2
Fred and Shirley Bell
Deb and Clayton Black
Claudine and George Dillman
Jane Elliott
Betty and Pete Fitzloff
Richard Hillegas and Lorie
   Hebert-Hillegas
Floyd and June Hill
In memory of Butch Bassity
Sharon Kettle

$100-249 - continued
John Minium
Mr. Blue
Heidi and Brock Rasmussen
Larry and Regina Sortor
David, Tracey and Kylee Stai and
   Tilly and Sadie
Patty Thompson

$250-499
Anonymous
In memory of Pookie
Joe and Andrea Kenney (in
   memory of Petey)
Holly and Allen Moen
Michael and Helen Ryan
Constance Ryan-McKenna

$500
Nyal and Susie Q. Walker in
   memory of Mrs. Nell Walker
Rocky MountainCasing Crews, Inc.

WBHR Development Fund
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Thank You to All Our
Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

Buffalo Veterinary Clinic
120 U.S. Highway 16 East
Dr. Kurt Walters
(307) 684-2851

3155 CY Avenue
Casper
(307) 234-7333
Dr. Richard Schwahn, Dr. Tangney Gray-Dockham,
       Dr. Angela O’Hearn

3740 E. Lincolnway
Cheyenne
(307) 635-4121
Dr. Christopher Church

Dr. Raven Novak

1439 Stillwater Ave. - Suite 3
Cheyenne     (307) 775-0577

5524 Greybull Highway
Cody
(307) 587-3151

                          Dr. Scott Moore

 Riverbend Vet Hospital
240 S. Riverbend Road
Douglas
(307) 358-4910
Dr. William Root

93 W. Richards St.
Douglas
(307) 358-3231
Drs. Don, Maxwell and Dean
     Smylie, Dr. Amanda Ahrens

600 W. Antler Drive
Casper
(307) 265-4333
Dr. Sammie Redding

2060 Fairgrounds Road
Casper      (307) 333-6694
Preston Pliant

Four Paws Boarding & DaycareDr. Gary  Gotfredson,
Dr. Valerie Warmuth,
Dr. Nicole Cressey,
Dr. Allie Sowerwine207 S. Douglas

Gillette   (307) 696-2525

220 Krebs Dr.
Rapid City, SD   (605) 343-5089
Dr. Mary Buhman, Dr. Sheila MacLaughlin

Meiners Animal Clinic

Dr. Luke Gillespie, Dr. Sherry Grisham-Cushing

2340 W. Broadway
Idaho Falls, ID
(208) 522-2557
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Can You Provide a ‘Forever Home’ for Me?

Current Residence:  Billings

Interested in Adopting or Fostering?????

Max
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 If you would like more information on adopting or fostering any of these bassets,
please contact Holly (307)272-8089 or email at wybassetrescue@gmail.com

Well, hi there! I’m Max, and I’m a 5 ½ year old basset hound-American bulldog
cross. Yes, it’s pretty unique, but so am I.

I try to be regal and in control of everything, but somehow, it never quite works
out. I really need to learn some basic manners, such as letting my human go first on
walks, and that I don’t belong IN the refrigerator or ON the table with my human,
even though there’s some great stuff there.

I am completely potty trained, and I love to cuddle and sleep with you. You can even
use me as a pillow if you want. Walks are awesome, as long as there are not too many
surprises. I much prefer things to be predictable and low-key. Too many changes,
and I get nervous and grumble, and growl, and I might even snap if I’m too scared.

I love older kids (the more predictable ones), and I might just play with another
dog as long as I’ve had time to get to know them. Cats are fascinating creatures, too,
again once I get to know them.

I’m just a big baby (58 lbs) who wants to be loved and treated like a puppy. I’ve been
to the vet, another scary place, and have had all my vaccinations, a dental done, some
lumps checked out, microchipped, heartworm tested and neutered. Whew, that was a
lot and I’m sure glad that’s over!

 

Tucker came into WBHR after his owner passed away. He had originally been
found as a stray, so we don’t know is actual age, but we believe him to be around 8
years old. Tucker is neutered, heart-worm negative, current on all his vaccinations
and microchipped. We believe he is a basset hound/beagle mix; a bagle. He only
weighs 33 pounds.

Tucker is very mellow, would be best with a man in the house, as he LOVES
them! He does great with other dogs and cats and has been fine around children, too.
He has had a dental and had to have his front, little teeth removed, both top and
bottom, so his tongue does sometimes stick out when he sleeps; he’s so cute!
Tucker does love to snuggle and needs some time to adjust to his new home and get
into the routine.

He can get a little stressed, but he overcomes that quickly and settles into the
routine. He’s a smart boy and a pretty easy keeper.

 

Tucker

Current Residence:  Gillette
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For the love of a basset... Show Your Love
and Support

 

 

There’s something brand new for you note writers from
WBHR - your choice of a 12-pack of cards featuring some of
our inspiring bassets and their stories.  On the front is one of
our rescued bassets, the back highlights their story and the
inside is blank.  The cards measure 5.5 inches wide and are
4.25 inches high.

There are two packs with Pack A featuring Nick, Toby,
Diamond and Cyndi and Pack B highlighting Chloe, Hugo,
Daisy and Ripley.  Each pack has three cards of each basset and
are available at $15 per set which includes shipping.  Please
note which pack you desire when ordering.

These beautiful cards are decorated with the iris paper folding technique.
Each card is blank inside and lined with white card stock.  Designs include two
basset hounds, two poodles, two cats, a Scottie and a bulldog.  The cost of the
cards is $3 each or two for $5 which includes the mailing envelope.  Postage is
75 cents per card.

Iris Folding Greeting Cards

These lovely handcrafted charm bracelets are available with either dog, cat or
horse charms and in a variety of colors. Each bracelet is $3 or two for $5. Shipping
costs vary depending on quantity of bracelets ordered. One, two or three bracelets
ship for $2.25 and four, five or six bracelets ship for $4.50. Shipping costs are
added into the total price.   Order the quantity of bracelets you want and after we
receive your order we will contact you about what charms and colors you would
like for each bracelet.

 

Basset Hound Note Cards

Charm Bracelets

‘Memoir of an Abandoned Basset Hound’  

“Memoir of an Abandoned Basset Hound” was created after the life of Rocky the Rocket
basset hound. He was abandoned by his family in Wyoming and after a failed adoption, he
was adopted to his forever home in Montana. His master, Jim, simply adores Rocky and
Rocky adores Jim! Jim wrote this book about Rocky’s antics and adventures through the
eyes of Rocky.  Rocky’s book is available for a donation to WBR (suggested donation -
$3.00)  Format: ebook pdf - Length: 199 pages.
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.....they light up our lives Show Your Love
and Support

Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Decals are 4" tall and 6" wide. They are suitable for
placement on outside windows and come with instructions to apply them. $6.00 each,
which includes shipping.

 

For questions about any of these items, please email Holly at:
wybassetrescue@gmail.com

This cookbook is 8½” x 11" in size, with over 40 pages of great treat recipes
for your dog!  The covers can also be personalized, such as “Toby’s Treats” and
they can also be made for other breeds, not just basset hounds.  The cookbooks are
$20.00 including shipping.  Personalized cookbooks are $23.00 (dog’s photo and
name).  Order well in advance if a gift  as they take four-to-six weeks to compile.

Three adult colors  - Grey, Texas Orange, Stone Blue or Cardinal Red, but we have
limited supplies of the latter two.  Shirts have ‘Opt to Adopt’ on front and the WBHR logo
on back.  It’s $14.75 for sizes Small through X-Large and $15.75 for 2XL-3XL.  We even
have youth shirts at only $11 in Cardinal Red, Yellow Haze or Indigo Blue (limited numbers
of yellow and blue) in small (6-8) and medium (10-12).  Postage is $3.50 per shirt.

The basset pictured is Mena, who was rescued by an
animal sanctuary in Nebraska.

The back of each card tells her story to her new,
forever home.  The pictures are of the front and inside,
right of each card.

These are high-quality, 5x7 cards, with a glossy finish
on the outside and a mat finish on the inside.  The cost of
the cards, which includes envelopes, is $1.50 each with
an additional $.50 shipping per card for a total of cost of
$2 each.

 

‘Missing You’ Design

This is me.....

.....when you aren’t here

This is me.....

......when you are near
I miss you...!

WBHR Merchandise
Make Great Gifts

Great Gifts for All Basset Lovers!

WBHR Decals

Basset Hound Dog Treat Cookbook

Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue T-Shirts

Basset Hound Greeting Cards
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http://www.facebook.com/pages/Wyoming-Basset-Hound-Rescue/223096958572 Visit the WBHR on the Internet at:      http://www.wyomingbassetrescue.com

To the following
people for all their
help since our last

newsletter, whether
with fostering,

transport or placing
bassets and
bloodhounds

Please contact Holly Moen
wybassetrescue@gmail.com

(307) 272-8089

 

Foster Homes

Transportation Assistance

Monetary Donations

Doggie Treats

Veterinary Assistance

Applicable Gift Certificates

Don’t forget

to check our web site

for donations

via Pay Pal!

“It is amazing what you can accom-
plish if you do not care who gets the
credit.”

Harry S. Truman
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Wendy Jungblut, Preston Pilant, Pete and
Nadine Loomis, Judy and Shauna Lumbardy,
Melissa Lyon, Keri Mann, Julie Mason, Jeff and
Lynne Milton,

Kathy Pfaffinger, Holly Ross, June and Ron
Sargent, Kristina, Layne, Emilee and Eli
Stenberg, Sally and Edward Vine, Bob Wirth.

 

Annual WBHR Santa Pet Photo Shoot
Saturday, Nov. 11

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
$15 for Digital Photo

324 Yellowstone Avenue - Cody

 


